The Stables Bar is an idyllic space situated in the
heart of the CBD at the end of a cobblestone
laneway off Hay Street.
Featuring two levels of bar and dining spaces,
including an outdoor balcony and views of the
city. The Stables Bar will transport you away from
the hustle and bustle of the city.
The Stables Bar food and drinks menu focuses
on seasonal produce and versatility with a
commitment to friendly and professional service
making it the solution to the question of where to
hold your next city event.

888 Hay St, Perth CBD
functions@thestablesbar.com.au
thestablesbar.com.au

downstairs

THE COURTYARD
Our courtyard is the perfect space for your next
casual get together.
Able to be enjoyed all year round, with cover
from the sun in summer and a warming fireplace
in winter. There is a combination of high and low
tables and seating, with easy access to the lower
ground bar and facilities.
The courtyard is a wonderfully inviting space for a
casual celebration, relaxed corporate drinks or a
large group networking function.
CAPACITY / AVAILABILITY
Winter - 20/80 guests standing or Summer- 20/100 guests standing

downstairs

THE ALLEY
Need a little privacy but still like to be amongst
the action? Our alley provides a controllable level
of privacy as well as the bustling atmosphere of a
busy bar.
With the option of high or low seating, or a casual
canape set up, the space is perfect for after work
drinks or low key networking event.
Easy access to the ground floor bar and facilities
as well as the option of opening up the space via
bi-folding doors.
CAPACITY / AVAILABILITY
All year round - 12 - 25 guests seated or 20 - 60 guests standing

upstairs

THE DINING ROOM
Tastefully decorated with leather bench seating,
wooden floors and a sweeping staircase, our dining
room is a stunning setting for your next formal dinner.
Enjoy a two or a three course set menu, or indulge
your guests with our generous share style ‘Feed Me‘
menu. Wine or cocktail matching optional.
With AV capabilities, an extensive bar and access to
both our balcony and the facilities, The Stables dining
room is the city’s best kept secret.

CAPACITY / AVAILABILITY
Up to 110 guests seated / Up to 140 guests standing
All year round *Exclusive use available, conditions & charges apply
Not available for Saturday evening function bookings

upstairs
THE BALCONY
Enjoy cocktails and seasonal canapés under the stars
and amongst the city skyline on our exclusive, urban
balcony.
Perfect for your next glamorous cocktail party,
networking event or private function.
*Please note that this space is not covered and
therefore only available for hire September to March*

CAPACITY / AVAILABILITY
Summer only - 20 - 110 guests standing

THE UNDERCOVER TERRACE
Our most private and sought after space. Located
just off our dining room with access to our balcony,
the undercover terrace provides privacy for your next
exclusive cocktail event or long table dinner.
The space has access to its own private bar, all upstairs
facilities, is completely enclosed and looks out over
our urban balcony and walkway.

CAPACITY / AVAILABILITY
All year round - up to 25 guests seated / 20 - 50 guests standing
Summer only - up to 30 guests seated / 20 - 70 guests standing

